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A simple equation to determine the height by which the plane of best fit is to be lowered in order to achieve the desired cut-fill
ratio more than unity has been developed. This avoids the use of trial and error procedure normally resorted to in land levelling
calculations. The use of the procedure has been explained by an illustrative example.

INTRODUCTION

Land levelling or land grading for
irrigation is modifying the surface relief of a
field to a planned grade to provide a more
suitable surface for efficient application of
irrigation water. The plane of best fit
approach is generally applied for levelling
operations in the field as it results in a
uniform down field slope and cross slope
(Chugg 1947). The procedure essentially
consists of designing a plane of unit cut-fill
ratio by least square method. However,
cut-fill ratios more than unity are usually
required. Trial and error based on
experience in levelling is usually resorted to
in achieving the desired cut-fill ratio. To
avoid such trial and error a simple relation is
presented herein to determine the amount by
which the plane should be lowered to
achieve the desired ratio.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The equation of plane is given by:

H-a + bx + cy (1)

in which

H = Proposed elevation of a point with x, y
coordinates

a = Elevation of the reference point
b = Down slope (%)
c - Cross slope (%)

For a plane represented by equation 1,some
points on the field will lie above the plane
and some will lie below it. Knowing the
initial elevation of each point on the earth's
surface and its elevation on the proposed
plane of equation 1, the total amount of cut
and fill may be determined:

Totalamount of earth to cut, m1 = (Hc - //pc)
(2)

Total amount of fill, m2 = (H„( - Hf)
(3)

Hence the cut-fill ratio, R = — =~ £^
mi (#pf - #f)

(4)

Where

Hc = Original elevation of cut points
Hpc = Proposed elevation of cut points
Kf = Original elevation of fill points
Hpf = Proposed elevation of fill points
R = Cut-fill ratio

If equation 1 represents the plane of best
fit, i.e. volume of cut equals volume of fill
regardless of the slope a unit cut-fill ratio
is obtained.

Thus

obtain the desired cut-fill ratio R,, certain
fill points may change to cut points and the
desired R, may not be achieved. Under this
condition the correction to the height may
be determined using

OTl = m2

and

(Hc- #pc)
(//pf - H^ m

Due to earth requirements for compac
tion, construction of roads, bunds and
channels etc., more cut than fill is usually
required. In that event a cut-fill ratio of
more than unity will be needed. To obtain
this, the proposed plane of unit cut-fill ratio
(equation 1) is lowered by height L (units of
elevation, L) such that the lowered plane is
given by:

1

H = (a—L) + bx + cy

in which

(5)

(6)

L = Height by which the proposed plane
should be lowered to achieve desired

cut-fill ratio

If, now we assume that cut and fill points
in the original plane (equation 1) remain cut
and fill points in the lowered plane (equation
6) the cut-fill ratio for the lowered plane
could be calculated as:

*i =
•UNO

m2 - L(N-Nx)
(7)

Where

N

N,

Desired cut-fill ratio of the lowered

plane
Total number of grid points
Number of points at which cut is to be
made for unit cut-fill ratio plane
Amount by which unit cut-fill ratio
plane is to be lowered

Solving equation 6 we obtain

Rlm2 - nil
L =

Nx +R1(N-N1)

Since for unit cut-fill ratio m,
equation 8 reduces to:

m(Rl - 1)

Nl +Ri(N-Ni)

When a unit cut-fill ratio plane is lowered by
an amount L, calculated from equation 9, to
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(8)

(9)

R^m^
ii = N2+RX(N-N2)

in which

L, = Corrected amount to be added to L
m, = Total earth to cut for the lowered plane
m4 = Total earth to fill for the lowered plane
N, s Number of cut points for the lowered

plane.

The total lowering from the proposed
plane of unit cut-fill ratio is then given by the
addition of correction term to L. The

advantage of equation 8 could be taken in a
situation where, due to round-off errors in
fitting the plane, cut and fill may not be
equal. Equation 10 again may be used for
determining the correction term for this case
as well. However, our experience shows that
in most situations the correction term L, is
quite small and may be neglected and
equations 8 and 9 will yield the desired value
to which the plane should be lowered to
achieve the desired cut-fill ratio.

It may be pointed out here that the points
at which no cut or fill is needed should be

considered as cut points with zero cut in
using equations 8, 9 and 10.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The equations derived herein have been
tested with the data presented in Table I.
The proposed plane of unit cut-fill ratio for
the data presented is obtained as:

H = 88.585 — 0.257* + 0.241.V (II)

The proposed elevations from equation
11 are written in brackets and the points of
cut and fill are marked as C and F,
respectively, in Table I. The total cut and fill
comes out to be 2.774 m each, with 18 cut
points and 17 fill points. For the desired cut-
fill ratio of 1.2 the value of L is 0.014 m,
using equation 9. If this value is substracted
from 88.585 in equation 11, we get:

H - 88.571 — 0.257.V + 0.24Iv (12)

A cross-check was made using equation
12 and the final value of cut-fill ratio

according to equation 7 was 1.193 which is

.(10)
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TABLE I. ORIGINAL AND PROPOSED ELEVATIONS (m) FOR UNIT CUT FILL

X: 1

y

2 3 4 5 6 7

88.400

(88.569)
Ft

88.200

(88.312)
F

88.200

(88.055)
C

87.900

(87.798)
C

87.300

(87.541)
F

87.300

(87.284)
C

87.400

(87.027)
C

88.600

(88.810)
F

88.400

(88.553)
F

88.400

(88.296)
C

88.000

(88.039)
F

87.900

(87.782)
C

87.400

(87.525)
F

87.400

(87.268)
C

88.700

(89.051)
F

88.900

(88.794)
C

88.600

(88.537)
c

88.300

(88.280)
C

88.000

(88.023)
F

87.600

(87.766)
F

88.400

(87.509)
F

89.200

(89.292)
F

89.400

(89.035)
C

89.200

(88.778)
c

88.700

(88.521)
C

88.300

(88.264)
C

88.000

(88.007)
F

87.800

(87.750)
C

89.400

(89.533)
F

89.600

(89.276)
C

89.200

(89.019)
c

88.800

(88.762)
C

88.200

(88.505)
F

87.900

(88.248)
F

87.800

(87.991)
F

t The elevation of points of the lowered plane are achieved by substracting 0.014 m from the values in brackets.

essentially 1.2, with only one fill point 0.0265 and 0.0368, respectively, and the equation 9 or equation 8 may be used for
changed to cut. The valueofcorrectionterm resulting cut-fill ratios of 1.395 and 1.591 achieving a plane of desired cut-fill ratio,
(equation 10) comes out to be 0.0004 and were obtained. This indicates that equation without resorting to trial and error,
hence it can be neglected. This was also 9 gives reasonably accurate values of L for
tested for desired cut-fill ratios of 1.4 and the desired cut-fill ratio. CHUGG, G.E. 1947. Land grading calculations.
1.6. The L values for the two cases were It may be concluded from the above, that Agric. Eng. 28: 461.
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